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Strong smoke modules - installation and operating instructions
Installation

Install the powerful smoke module firmly in your vehicle and ensure there is sufficient air
supply at the Ventilator. Guide the filling hose (1) outwards on the model in a concealed
place. Cut the hose for the exhaust (2) in the middle and connect it to the exhaust.
Connection to the ELMOD:
First remove the resistor (blue on 4). Install 2 female connectors
compatible for ELMOD (usually included in ELMOD package). 1. Plug into
existing cable (4), note polarity! 2. Plug with cable to the two contacts
of the smoke module (silver contacts left and right / polarity does not
matter). Now connect to the ELMOD, the contacts are described in the ELMOD
instructions.
First commissioning:
Fill the high-performance smoke module with the help of a syringe through
the filling hose with approx. 1-2 ml of commercially available lamp oil.
Now you can use the smoke module and, depending on usage, you will see
smoke coming out of your model's exhaust for a while.

A sign of an empty oil tank is that light smoke escapes from the filling hose. Please switch off
the module immediately and fill the module again.
If you use your model again, you can suck out the existing oil with a syringe through the
filling hose if you no longer know whether and how much oil is in the smoke module!
If you follow all the instructions, you should be able to enjoy this module for a very long
time!
If you have any questions about the smoke module or other technical problems, please write
to us at service@malzburgshop.de .
We do not have a 24-hour telephone line!
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